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Abstract
Using a geometrical mode1 of soil bidirectional reflectance in the visible and nearinfrared range, the reflectance contrast in changing illumination conditions was
analyzed among typical soils of a diluvial plateau in the WieUcopolska Lowland situated
in Western Poland. The mode1 enabled a numericaldetermination of the influence of the
solar zenith angle and the view zenith angle on the reflectance contrast between these
soils. It also allowed the definition of the best zenith position of a sensor for the remote
sensing interpretation of the analyzed soil cover for the changing zenith position of the
Sun.

Résumé
A l'aide d'un modèle géométrique de la réflexion bidirectionnelle du sol dans le
spectre visible et proche infrarouge, on a analysé le contraste de la réflexion dans des
conditions changeantes d'illumination entre les sols typiques du plateau diluvial sur la
plaine de Wielkopolska , située dans l'ouest de la Pologne. Le modèle a rendu possible
la description numérique de l'influence de l'anglezénithal du Soleil et de l'angle zénithal
de l'observation sur le contraste de la réflexion entre ces sols. Ce modMe a permis
également de définir la meilleure position zénithale d'un capteur pour la photointerprétation du couvert du sol amlysé pour les positions changeantes du Soleil.
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Introduction
Remotely sensed data onsoi1 surfaces vary with soil lnoisture as well as the content and
quality of soilpigments. In CentralEuropeanconditions,theyaremostlyhumus.iron
oxides,andcalciumcarbonate.Soils,
Like manynaturalobjects,alsodernonstratenonLambertian reflectance properties. Their brightnessvaries with the direction of irrmdiating
solar energy and the direction along which the rcflected energy is detected.
The main reason
of the non-Lambertian bchaviour of soi1 surfaces is their irregularities, ix., soil aggregates,
clods and soil microrelief configurations, as elements casting shadows on these surfaces
( C E ~ W S I ~'1987,
I , 1989; COOPER andS k m , 1985; H m , 1987; MJLTON and WEBB,
1987; NoRh&W ef al., 1985; PECHef al., 1986; W S E N ef ul., 1985). A soil seems to be
brighter from a direction which displays a lower proportion of shaded fia-gments of its
surface. Rough soi1 surfaces observed away from the Sun are usually brighter than when
viewed towards the Sun. Soil surfaces witha higher roughness state display more variation
in their
brightness
in their fonvard-and-baclacnering viewing (CIERNIEWSKI
and
COWULT, 1993; CERNIEWSKI and VERBRUGGHE, 1994; DEEFUNG et al., 1990; BONS et
d., 1992; Kwm and SELLER,1985). Thus, features of soil surface geometry, aswell as the
position of the Sun and the sensor determine the brightness
of individnal fragmentsof a soi1
cover recorded by remote sensing techniques. They are also responsible for the spectral
contrast between adjoining soi1 fragments, making their separation in the image easier or
rnore difficult.
Illumination and observation conditions which give a maximum contrast between soil
units are analyzed in the paper. Typical soils of the Wielkopolslra plain (western Poland)
were selected for these studies. The contrast between the soils was numerically Rnalyzed
using a geometrical model of soil bidirectional reflectance, taking into account soil surface
roughness parameters.

The model describes a soilsurface as a structurecomposed of equal-sizedopaque
spheroids of average horizontal (a) and vertical(b) radii of soil aggregates, lying on a freely
sloping (y) plane. They are arranged on the surface in such a way that their centers in the
horizontal projection are at an average distance (d), irrespective of the azimuth position of
their viewing. The structure is iUuminated by sunbeams coming to its surface at the zenith
and by diffuse skylight. The shadedand sunlit fragments of the given spheroid,
angle
the adjoining spheroids, and the ground surface between the spheroids,
are obsenred within
the field of view of the sensor. The position of border points between sunlit and shadowed
(Cl)?
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.fragments bere found analytically by solving trigonometrical equations. The model assumes
that dope &gle (Pi) of the sudit soil surface fragments
in relation to the angle
of its azimuth
position ($Ji
and angles of the sunbeams direction(Os,+J, determine wave energy reaching
the sunlit fragments. The incident energy is correlated to the EP,
factor
as follows:

The latest version of the model (CJERNEWSKI
et al., 1995) assumes that the energy
leaving sunlit soil fragments is proportional to the energy coming
to them and has specular
as well as diffusefeatures.Itmeansthattheenergy
has not an isotropicdistribution
described by vectors creatinga Cloud of a circular shape like that
of shaded fragments, but
it
disperses into many vectors creating an ellipsoidal
Cloud. Finally, the total relative radiance
(L) of the sinlulated soil structure consisting
of many (i) separate facets (i) is formulated
as:

i=l

where Zt is the area of a directly illuminated faceti, S is the area of a shaded fragment,andf
is the ratio between the radiance
of the shaded surface andthe radiance of the same surface
illuminated withsunbeanx perpendicular to it.

Analyzed soils
The influence of soil surface roughness on the spectral contrast between the delineated
soil units in their variable illumination and observation conditions
was analyzed for soils of
the KoScian plain. They lie on a flat morainic plateau, stretchingdong the left bankof the
Warta river to the north-West of Srem at 16.88'E longitude and 52.14' N latitude. Typical
soils of the plateau, i.e., the typical sols lessivés (Bt) occupying its highest, relatively flat
fragments, the eroded sols lessivés (Be) with the argillic horizon on their surface developed
on slopes of small local elevations, and the deluvial soils (Id) formed at the feet of the
elevations, were selectedfor t l ~ analysis.
s
The soils were photographed from a height of 1.7 m on the background of a frame of
1 x 1 m size (Fig.1).Their images were analyzed to characterize
the roughness stateof their
surfaces. The soil surfaces were smoothed near the places where the photographs were
taken. Then, they were viewed by a SPZ-O2 field spectrophotometer constructed at the
Space Research Centre in Warsaw. It is a 24-channel circular-variable filter instrument
measuringreflectance in the range from 0.4 pn up to1.06Pm. The henlisphericaldirectional reflectance coefficient for each wavelength was determined by comparing the
amount of energy reflected from the target with the amount of energy reflected by the
diffusing standard plate made
of barium sulphate.
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Figure 1. Ground photographs of analyzed soi1 surfaces and their roughness parameters:
NA : number of aggreegates and clods in 1 m2;
RF : Sum of aggregates and clods area of given ranges of diameters.

1O0

All spectra were obtained vertically (0, = 0'3 at a distance of2.14 m from the soil
surfaces. The 1.5" field of view of the instrument integrated energy from an area
of 0.25 m2.
The reflectance data were collected
at the solar zenith angles(03 of 44" to 46".
The texture of the studied soils was determined by the aerometric method, while the
organic matter content was deterncned by loss-on-ignition when burned at 460°C. Their
color inair-dry conditions was described using Munsell Color
Chats.

Results
Soi1 data representative of the analyzed soil units: their angle and position on the
slope, texture, and organic matter content, are presented in table 1. Reflectance cul-ves of
the smoothed soils (Fig. 2) only characterize spectral features of the soil materials,
eliminating the influence of their roughness state. The highest spectral contrast between
themwas found for red with central wdvelength of 0.744 Fm, corresponding with
Channel 19 of the spectrophotometer. Then, for that wavelength,using the abovementioned soil bidirectional reflectance model, soil directional reflectance was
simulated for three representative soil surfaces.
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Figure 2. Reflectance curves of smoothed surfaces of deluvial soil (Id), typical sol lessive' (Bt)
and eroded sol lessive' (Be).
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Table 1. Certain properties of studied soil surfaces.
Ss

y(")

$, (")

Id
Bt

2
1.5
3

1S5
185
105

Be

Mechanical fraction (mm)
2-0.05 0.05-0.001 ~0.002

Texture

10
20
18

Sand
Loamy Sand
Sandy loam

S9
77
69

1
3
13

-

-

OM (8)
0.46
1.59
2.90

SC

RF

10YRh/4
1OYP5/6
101%5/4

0.32s

0.391
0.498

Ss Soil symbol; Oh1 - 0rg;Nljcmatter content: y - Slopt <angle:SC Soil color:
,4imuth dope angle;
RF - Roughness factor (proportion of aggregates and clodswea in the unit m a of 1 m21.

C-

The roughness stateof the analyzed soil surfaces presentedin figure 1 was defined in the
model by two parameters:da and b/a.The first \vas calcdated from the RF factor (tablel),
using the formula:

1,2, and 0.75for Bt, Be, and
The second was evaluated assuming the following values:
Id, respectively.The reflectance simulation was carried out
for k e e zenith positions of the
Sun (O,): 30", SO",and 70". The date of the simulation \vas set at 22th June. On the morning
of that day, in the sample area defined
by its geographical coordinates, the zenith anglesOs:
30",50", and 70"correspond to 0, angles: 157", 103".and 77'*respectively.
In the first step, the model simulated the distribution of the red wavelength dong the
solarplane,i.e.,theplane
azbnuthdly positionedliketheSun.
The reflectance of the
analyzed soil surfaces was calculatedfor view zenith angles (Ov) in the range from V to 70"
at 10"increments.
In the second step, the model generated the reflectance
of the studiedsoils in the nextsix
planes, azimuthally situated at a distance of 22.5" from one another. Diagrams in figure 3
show the reflestance of the soils with reference to the radiance of the standard barium
sulphate plate. The reflectance is presented in the function of the view zenith (Cl,) and
azimuth (.$J angles. Its variationsfor the analyzed soilsfor the same solar zenith angle result
mainly from their different contentsof organic matter and iron oxides, as expressed by
soi1
solar zenithangle (0:j increases as sunbeams
colour. The reflectance decreases and the
become nmre and more horizontal.In tuna.reflectance variation of the studied soil surfaces
(O,, and @,.)depends primarily on their roughness state.
in the function of their view direction
The highhest variation of reflectance resulting from roughness differencesis obtained dong
the solar principal plane ($,,=O" and $v=lSO). Each of the analyzed soil surfaces is the
brightest when viewed in the backscattering direction ($v=l80"). Comparing the reflectance
of theanalyzed soils observed at a zenithangle (O,) equal to 70", onceviewedinthe
bachcattering direction, and thenin the fonvardscattering one, the reflectance,
if expressed
in relation to the standard plate, variesby 10% irrespective of the solar zenith angle. If the
reflectance is expressedby the relative reflectance factor, i.e.,as the ratioof soil rndiance in
the off-nadir directionto that in the nadir, we can observe other relationships (Fig.
4).
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Figure 3. Distributionof the ltflectancefor rddiance with wavelength of 0.744 pn of deluvial soil (Id),typical
sol lessiid (Bt) and erodedsol lessi% (Be) atW e m t illumination conditionsd e b d by solarzenith (0) and
h u t h (4) aagles and observation conditions
described by zenithal(0J and h u t h d ( $ ) angles.
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Figure 5. D~lributionof sqxctral contrast for radiance of wavelength of 0.74 pmbetween deluvial miland
typical sol I a s n J (Id-Bt), and typical sol Iessn@md eroded sol Iessnv! @-Be) at aven illumination conditiom
defïned by solar zenith(0jmd aimuth (QJangles for diffecnt view direction desLribedby zenith (0) and
admuth (+>l
angles.
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The higher the soil surface roughness, theXvider the variation of this factor in the solar
principal plane. The relationis stronger for high solar zenith (6,) angles. If the 6: is low, the
variation is mider when a surfaceis viewed away from theSun. Then, as the 8, increases, the
&O", for
wider reflectance variation is observed towards the Sun. For angles higher than
surfaces, the
effect
of specular
reflection
appe,m
in
the
relatively
smooth
soil
forwardscattering range.

The goal of the studies wa; reached in the thirdstep of the modelling. where the spectral
contrastbetweenthe
soilswas calculated for each of theviewdirections. The mode1
computed it between adjoining ssils: delnvial soils and typical sols kssi~~t?'s
(Id - Bt), and
also typical sols 1esLvivt?'i
anderoded sols Zes,Yivt?'s(Bt-Be)(Fig. 5). This contrastclearly
grows as the solar zenith angle (8%)
decreases. Forthe Id - Bt, observed in the nadir direction
and illunlinated at 6, equal to 70", W ' , and 30', the mode1 predicts the following contrast
values: 3%". 7 % ~
and
~ 13.5'%., respectively. For theBt-Be in the same viewingand
illumination conditions,it predicts the values2.6%?4.596, and 9.48, respectively. Loolring
at the soil units in the remaining malyzed directions, the mode1 generated quite a different
distribution of the contrast for the soil surfaces under these illumination Conditions.
For the
high solar zenith angle, 6, = 70°, the m h n m contrast between the stltdied soils
was
observed in the backscattering directions.The higher the contrast,the higher the view zenith
angle (6.J of the soils. When the Id-Bt is observecl towards the Sun. the contrast between
them grows only slightly with increasinp O,, and for the Bt-Ee it is nearly constant. This
distribution of thecontrast of the soilsviewedtowardsthe Sun is accounted for their
speculx reflectance, which is stronger for a low elevation of the Sun, and disappears as the
s o l s zenith angle increases. For equd to 50" it is invisible, even along the solar principal
= 30'? the maximum contrast between the studied
plane. For the highest Sun elevation,
soils becomes visibleM a peal;. It corresponds to view zenith angles lower than
38", both in
the backscattering and fonvardscattering directions.
Cl9

&'hile the analyred soils: typical sols ?essil@s,
eroded sols Iessîvdr, and deluvial soils, are
characterized by rather slight differences in their roughness States, they can vary widely in
their spectral responsei n the visible and near-infrared range depending
on their illumination
and observation conditions.
The maximum contrast between themis prealicted for their illumination at possibly low
solar zenith angles.If the angle is about 30", the maximum contrast is expected for viewing
them at zenith angles lower than 30°, both towards the Sun and away from it. If the solar
zenith angle increases, the maximum contrast increases only in backscattering directions.
The peak of the contrast, for low solar zenith angles and view zenith angles of similar
values, disappears with a decrease in the Sun elevation, and the maximum becomes more
and more visible at higher and
higher view zenith angles.
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